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“The jeans market has faded into the background. While
nearly everyone owns jeans and loves their favorites,

consumers are currently indifferent about them given a
lack of recent innovation in the category. There is so much

opportunity for the industry as a whole to ignite a jeans
revolution, and make people care about with their jeans.”

– Diana Smith, Senior Research Analyst, Retail
and Apparel

This report looks at the following areas:

• Who buys jeans?
• What prevents consumers from buying more jeans?
• What styles and attributes are favored among jeans owners?

The current state of the jeans market is a bit faded, experiencing a slump for the first time in a few
years since the popularity of khaki’s in the 90s. As a love affair with casual clothing – and casualization
in all forms continues – this wouldtypically be a positive factor for the jeans market. However, more
people are turning to other forms of casual wear like athletic clothing such as yoga pants and jogger
pants or leggings, instead of buying more jeans, especially given a lack of breakthrough new styles or
recent innovations.

Some retailers are responding by scurrying to roll out fitness clothing and other athletic wear for leisure
purposes and dialing back their denim business, while jeans manufacturers are developing new
offerings like stretchy styles in an effort to compete on comfort and stay relevant.

Jeans are classic and ubiquitous, and nearly everyone has a favorite pair. The time is now for leaders in
the market to make people fall in love with jeans again, which hopefully results in multiple new favorite
pairs closet-wide.
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Purchasing of jeans is trending downward
Figure 32: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, April 2011-June 2014

Men have purchased more pairs of jeans in the past year
Figure 33: Number of jeans owned and purchased, by gender, August 2014

Consumers under 45 own and purchase more jeans
Figure 34: Number of jeans owned and purchased, by age, August 2014

Higher household income correlates with more pairs of jeans owned and recently purchased
Figure 35: Number of jeans owned and purchased, by household income, August 2014

Other targets worth monitoring include moms and teens
Figure 36: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, by parents/guardian with children in household, April 2013-June 2014

Figure 37: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, October 2010-December 2013

Figure 38: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, by gender and age, November 2012-December 2013

Jeans fall in the top five purchased clothing items
Figure 39: Articles of men’s clothing purchased, by men, April 2013-June 2014

Figure 40: Articles of women’s clothing purchased, by women, April 2013-June 2014

Key points

Brands of jeans purchased remains steady over past three years

Number of Jeans Owned and Purchased

Brands of Jeans Owned and Purchased
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Figure 41: Brands purchased in last 12 months for self or others, April 2011-June 2014

More men buy moderate brands while more women buy value brands
Figure 42: Brands purchased in last 12 months for self or others, by gender, April 2013-June 2014

Levi’s is dominant brand
Figure 43: Brands purchased in last 12 months for self or others, by gender, April 2013-June 2014
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As age goes up, so do value-oriented jeans purchases
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Consumers wear jeans until they wear out, creating a long purchase cycle
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Most people buy jeans at value department stores
Figure 52: Retailers shopped for jeans, August 2014

Retailers shopped in-store

Men shop a number of different types of retailers for jeans
Figure 53: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by gender, August 2014

Qualitative insight about shopping experiences

Male participants

Female participants

Young adults demonstrate strong preference for specialty apparel stores

Reasons for Purchasing Jeans

Reasons for Not Purchasing Jeans

Retailers Shopped for Jeans
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Figure 54: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by age, August 2014

Retailers shopped online

One third of men 18-34 shopped for jeans on Amazon
Figure 55: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by gender and age, August 2014

Key takeaways

Research-related verbatims

Online shopping verbatims

Reasons for online shopping

Reasons for not shopping online

Method of online shopping verbatims
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Regular and loose fits most popular styles among jeans owners
Figure 56: Jeans style preferences, August 2014

Women have more jeans style preferences versus men
Figure 57: Jeans style preferences, by gender, August 2014

Young adults 18-34 favor skinny jeans
Figure 58: Jeans style preferences, by age, August 2014

Key points

Many consumers don’t know what attributes they prefer in jeans
Figure 59: Color, weight, rise, and wash jeans preferences, August 2014

Half of women 18-34 opt for dark blue jeans
Figure 60: Jeans color preferences, by gender and age, August 2014

Over half of virtually all age segments prefer mid-weight jeans
Figure 61: Jeans weight preferences, by gender and age, August 2014

Two out of five men 55+ do not know what jeans wash they prefer
Figure 62: Jeans wash preferences, by gender and age, August 2014

Jeans with a mid/at waist rise command consumers’ preferences
Figure 63: Jeans rise preferences, by gender and age, August 2014

Key points

Majority of consumers think under $50 is a reasonable price for jeans
Figure 64: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by gender, August 2014

Consumers 25-34 not only buy more jeans, but pay more for them
Figure 65: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by age, August 2014

Some 30% of consumers with $150K+ willing to pay over $100 for jeans

Shopping Process

Jeans Style Preferences

Jeans Attributes Preferred

Reasonable Price for Jeans
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Figure 66: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by household income, August 2014

Jeans spending patterns

Spent more

Spent the same

Spent less

Key points

Comfort is the overwhelmingly most important factor to jeans owners
Figure 67: Attitudes toward jeans, August 2014

Women are loyal to their favorite styles and brands
Figure 68: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by gender, August 2014

Over half of 25-34s will spend $100+ for a great fitting pair of jeans
Figure 69: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by age, August 2014

Nearly 80% of people with 10+ pairs of jeans buy for the variety
Figure 70: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by number of jeans owned, August 2014

Key points

Hispanics more likely than non-Hispanics to purchase jeans at all increments
Figure 71: Number of jeans owned and purchased, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

All groups favor moderately priced jeans brands
Figure 72: Brands purchased in last 12 months for self or others, by race/Hispanic origin, April 2013-June 2014

Blacks are most likely to buy jeans as a treat
Figure 73: Reasons for purchasing jeans, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Hispanics shop in-store at all retail outlets more so than non-Hispanics
Figure 74: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Hispanics much more likely to shop for jeans online
Figure 75: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Nearly one in three Black consumers prefers a regular jeans fit
Figure 76: Jeans style preferences, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Minorities’ jeans color preferences more diverse versus White consumers
Figure 77: Jeans color preferences, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Figure 78: Jeans weight preferences, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Figure 79: Jeans wash preferences, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Figure 80: Jeans rise preferences, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Hispanics willing to pay 24% more for jeans than non-Hispanics are
Figure 81: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

White consumers are more likely to stick with familiar styles and brands
Figure 82: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Attitudes towards Jeans

Race and Hispanic Origin
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Figure 83: Cluster groups, August 2014

Jeans Enthusiasts (JE)

Demographics

Characteristics

Opportunity

Tried & True (TT)

Demographics

Characteristics

Opportunity

Other Bottoms Preferred (OBP)

Demographics

Characteristics

Opportunity

Indifferents

Demographics

Characteristics

Opportunity
Figure 84: Number of pairs of jeans owned, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 85: Number of pairs of jeans purchased for myself in the last 12 months, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 86: Reasons for purchasing jeans, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 87: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 88: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 89: Jeans style preferences, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 90: Jeans color preferences, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 91: Jeans weight preferences, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 92: Jeans wash preferences, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 93: Jeans rise preferences, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 94: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by target clusters, August 2014

Figure 95: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by target clusters, August 2014

Cluster demographic tables
Figure 96: Target cluster, by demographic, August 2014

Figure 97: Target groups, by area, August 2014

Cluster methodology

Number of pairs of jeans owned
Figure 98: Number of jeans owned, by household size, August 2014

Figure 99: Number of jeans owned, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 100: Number of jeans owned, by employment, August 2014

Cluster Analysis

Appendix – Other Useful Consumer Tables
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Figure 101: Number of jeans owned, by area, August 2014

Number of jeans purchased for self
Figure 102: Number of pairs of jeans purchased for myself in the last 12 months, by household size, August 2014

Figure 103: Number of pairs of jeans purchased for myself in the last 12 months, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 104: Number of pairs of jeans purchased for myself in the last 12 months, by employment, August 2014

Figure 105: Number of pairs of jeans purchased for myself in the last 12 months, by employment, August 2014

Jeans purchasers for self or others
Figure 106: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, by gender and age, April 2013-June 2014

Figure 107: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, by presence of children in household, April 2013-June 2014

Figure 108: Jeans purchasers for self or others in last 12 months, by parents/guardian with children in household, April 2013-June
2014

Brands purchased – Adults
Figure 109: Brands purchased in last 12 months for self or others, by household income, April 2013-June 2014

Figure 110: Brands purchased in last 12 months for self or others, by gender and age, April 2013-June 2014

Brands purchased – Teens
Figure 111: Brands bought in last 12 months, by gender, November 2012-December 2013

Figure 112: Brands bought in last 12 months, by age, November 2012-December 2013

Figure 113: Brands bought in last 12 months, by gender and age, November 2012-December 2013

Figure 114: Brands purchased in last 12 months, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2012-December 2013

Reasons for purchasing jeans
Figure 115: Reasons for purchasing jeans, by household income, August 2014

Figure 116: Reasons for purchasing jeans, by household size, August 2014

Figure 117: Reasons for purchasing jeans, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 118: Reasons for purchasing jeans, by area, August 2014

Reasons for not purchasing jeans
Figure 119: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by age, August 2014

Figure 120: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by household income, August 2014

Figure 121: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by household size, August 2014

Figure 122: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 123: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by employment, August 2014

Figure 124: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by generations, August 2014

Figure 125: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by area, August 2014

Figure 126: Reasons for not purchasing jeans, by race/Hispanic origin, August 2014

Retailers shopped for jeans – in store or online
Figure 127: Retailers shopped for jeans, August 2014

Retailers shopped for jeans – in store
Figure 128: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by household income, August 2014

Figure 129: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by household size, August 2014

Figure 130: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 131: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by generations, August 2014
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Figure 132: Retailers shopped for jeans – In-store, by area, August 2014

Retailers shopped for jeans – online
Figure 133: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by household income, August 2014

Figure 134: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by household size, August 2014

Figure 135: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 136: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by generations, August 2014

Figure 137: Retailers shopped for jeans – Online, by area, August 2014

Jeans style preferences
Figure 138: Jeans style preferences, by household income, August 2014

Figure 139: Jeans style preferences, by generations, August 2014

Figure 140: Jeans style preferences, by area, August 2014

Jeans color preferences
Figure 141: Jeans color preferences, by household income, August 2014

Figure 142: Jeans color preferences, by region, August 2014

Figure 143: Jeans color preferences, by area, August 2014

Jeans weight preferences
Figure 144: Jeans weight preferences, by household income, August 2014

Figure 145: Jeans weight preferences, by region, August 2014

Figure 146: Jeans weight preferences, by area, August 2014

Jeans wash preferences
Figure 147: Jeans wash preferences, by household income, August 2014

Figure 148: Jeans wash preferences, by region, August 2014

Figure 149: Jeans wash preferences, by area, August 2014

Jeans rise preferences
Figure 150: Jeans rise preferences, by household income, August 2014

Figure 151: Jeans rise preferences, by region, August 2014

Figure 152: Jeans rise preferences, by area, August 2014

Reasonable price for jeans
Figure 153: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by household size, August 2014

Figure 154: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 155: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by employment, August 2014

Figure 156: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by region, August 2014

Figure 157: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by generations, August 2014

Figure 158: Reasonable price to pay for a pair of jeans not on sale, by area, August 2014

Figure 159: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by household income, August 2014

Figure 160: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by presence of children in household, August 2014

Figure 161: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by region, August 2014

Figure 162: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by generations, August 2014

Figure 163: Agreement with attitudes toward jeans, by area, August 2014
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Appendix – Trade Associations
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